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On Thursday the streets filled with smoke. Not the billowy, cartoon plumes from a local blaze 

but the oppressive omen of a distant tragedy. Ash fell from the sky like a summer snowstorm, 

and the foothills resembled a faded etching. It smelled like a campfire stocked with incense. It 

smelled like a backyard barbeque. 

Sunday, I met my neighbor.  

The air was quiet as if the whole town were holding its breath to protect its lungs. The sky 

pulsed an eerie yellow, and the sun was a cigarette burn in the clouds.  

Hal and I sat out on our porch feeling like the last survivors of the apocalypse. We threw our 

beer bottles in the direction of the recycling bin and smoked a bowl. Hal ate some chips, but 

these days I’m trying not to eat as much. Hal and I have been married almost five years now, 

and there’s nothing I like more than doing nothing with him. He doesn’t talk much. But neither 

do I. 

Hal goes to sleep early since he has the opening kitchen shift at the 66 Diner. I watched his 

sagging bottom weave towards the door. He always walks as though he’s wading through 

waistdeep water. 

I knew I wouldn’t sleep much that night.  

New Mexico is a sun-dried desert bone. The earth is cracked and dusty, and you start to notice 

the way people get when it hasn’t rained in too long. A betrayal of desperation in every twitch. 

Maybe that’s why we all drink so much—the gripping dread that every liquid swallow will be 

our last. The fires don’t improve anything. A state filled with people terrified of shriveling up 

doesn’t take well to living in a slow roasting oven. Me, though, I kind of like it. 

 I’d just lit a cigarette and promised myself it’d be the last I’d smoke that night when I heard it. 

A small yell, a karate scream from a movie in the eighties. And a whack whack whack encased in 

the smoky summer heat. 
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I’d seen the neighbor to the south, but he kept weird hours and was quite a bit younger than 

either Hal or myself. All I knew about him was he played in a band styled after Primus, subsisted 

almost entirely on cheap red wine and smoked salmon (if his trash can and the scents from his 

kitchen were anything to go by) and had recently ended things with an impossibly tiny girl with 

impossibly loud and opinionated lungs. 

I thought his name was Lucas. 

I opened our gate and stepped into the dusty alley that connected our two houses. The winds 

had stopped and the air was thick like the inside of a synthetic dollar store pillow. 

When I reached his house I heard it again and pushed the gate open. His house is bigger than 

ours, framed by a yard cluttered with cigarette butts, old tree stumps and a three-legged 

bench. 

“Hi,” I said. 

His fancy suit jacket, shiny shoes and tight jeans looked up at me, teetering on the line between 

“fuck off” and the middle-of-the-night desire to spill one’s guts to a stranger. Then his shoulders 

relaxed and he nodded hello. 

He’d lined up fifteen watermelons in a neat row across his yard and was systematically 

murdering them with a heavy wooden bat. It was a warzone, a crime scene, an execution and a 

love letter. 

He was four down and offered me the fifth without a word. 

I grasped the bat from his outstretched hands and felt the splinters of old wood scratch against 

my palms.  

And I screamed like I was taking revenge on the stranger who’d raped my kid sister in the alley 

behind the supermarket; on the missed opportunities requiring more money, time and brains 

than I possess; on the job that kept me underpaid and on my feet all day; on Hal’s dirty boxers 

on the floor and food-crusted plates in the sink; on my own body once thin and pretty and now 

a mass of cellulite, dimples and veins. Thick gooey strands of watermelon clung to the bat. My 

bare feet scraped against the rocks and dirt and bits of glass. 

We took turns after that—not uttering a word as we passed the bat back and forth—turning 

away slightly to give the other privacy while we committed the crimes we wished we could 

commit.  
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Number fifteen was especially, satisfyingly brutal. I had the bat, and he darted in and out 

gathering the largest pieces of rind and hurling them into the darkness. We stomped and 

smeared the pulp between our toes. He brought out a BB gun, and we took turns shooting at 

the messy split skull until the bangs weren’t loud enough and then I pitched the gun towards his 

batting stance. A metallic homerun. 

Then there was nothing left to destroy, we sat down in the seeds and rinds and dust and rocks 

and pink juice of watermelon flesh. I lit cigarettes for both of us, and he opened a bottle of 

wine. 

“Hi,” he said. “My name is Lance.” 

“Miranda” I said. “Are you ok?” 

“I don’t think so.” 

The cement marked my crossed legs, and my clothes were stained with bits of fruit and 

skipping-stone-smooth black seeds. 

“Cheers to authenticity,” he said and passed me the bottle. 
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